Recent developments (announced by the Prime Minister)

1. Amandement of Law on Equal Treatment and Equal Opportunities - all national and EU funds should be supported by Equal Opportunity Plans (from 1st of January)

2. Involvement of 200 roma to Public Administration (ministries, regional authorities) from 1st of January (funded by EU funds)

3. Eradication of 100 Roma settlements, starting at February 2010 (funded by national and EU funds)

4. 100 new afternoon schooling program (funded by EU funds)

5. New monitoring system
   - National database on Roma settlements
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- Background
  - De-segregation in public education not always meet expectations of local municipalities
  - Access to EU funds by disadvantaged groups very limited – further increase of inequalities
Solution:

- All developments of public education facilities should focus on equal opportunity aspects and desegregation of disadvantaged, Roma children
- Equal opportunity plan of public education – attachment to all national and EU funds
- Support and approval by independent experts
- Legal background – special paragraph of Public Education Act (105. §)
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Thank you for your attention!